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 A  p i o n e e r i n g  D e p A r t m e n t : 

ever since the university at Buffalo, the State university of new York, became one of the first 
higher learning institutions to offer degree programs in the computing field more than 40 years 
ago, our Department of Computer Science and engineering has succeeded in establishing itself 
as a leading research department, well known both nationally and internationally for its ground 
breaking foresight and pioneering innovations.

for decades, our highly motivated and dedicated faculty have engaged in world-class research in 
every aspect of computer science and technology, and are recipients of numerous national and 
international awards.  they have founded, and currently direct, major research centers devoted to 
big data analysis, biomedical computing, biometric systems, cognitive science, document analysis 
and recognition, information assurance, and high-performance computing. in addition, they have 
played key roles in many other major areas of research, including optical and wireless networks, 
computer security, computer vision, databases, algorithms, complexity theory, and software and 
hardware systems. 

Among many of their cutting-edge achievements, our faculty have pioneered in the science and 
technology of automated handwriting recognition and developed software systems for machine 
reading of handwritten addresses, which has saved the u.S. postal Service more than a billion 
dollars in just a few years. they also have been credited with an algorithm developed for crystal 
structure determination, which has been ranked as one of the top algorithms of the 20th century. 
moreover, our faculty have helped establish uB as one of the leading academic supercomputing 
centers in the world.

equally distinguished are the accomplishments of our alumni, many of whom are prize-winning 
researchers and Ceos of some of the fastest-growing companies of information technology 
worldwide.

our department has led the way in advancing the science and technologies of information, com-
puting, and communication technologies that are indispensable to our world today, and we will 
continue to lead the way into the future.
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 A  p i o n e e r i n g  D e p A r t m e n t : 

A brand-new $75-million, state-of-the-art classroom and laboratory building is home to the Department of Computer Science 

& engineering, modernizing our programs and facilities. Designed by renowned architects perkins & will, the 130,000-square-

foot structure increases facility space of the School of engineering and Applied Sciences by nearly one-third, accommodating 

significant new growth in the school’s student enrollments, faculty hires, and research expenditures. the building features 

a cybertorium or smart auditorium, outfitted with the most sophisticated communications devices and smart technologies. 

flexible research labs, classrooms, and meeting areas foster interdisciplinary work. the building was completed in 2011. 

BuffAlo Center for BiomeDiCAl Computing (BCBC)

the Center’s mission is to establish a multi-disciplinary program to address fundamental research issues 
in biocomputing while contributing to mid-to long-term research, development, and experimental 
deployment challenges of analyzing genomic data for diseases and treatment effects. the Center 
provides the expertise and infrastructure that merges the research activities of computational and 
biomedical scientists. the focus of the Center research is the study of common diseases, such as cancer, 
multiple sclerosis and coronary artery disease in which the underlying causes are multi-factorial. we use 
advanced computational techniques and approaches to convert raw genomic data into knowledge that 
will advance the understanding of these common diseases and potentially identify new modalities of treatment.

Center for unifieD BiometriCS AnD SenSorS (CuBS)

CuBS is a vibrant research center whose mission is to establish a unified biometric framework, to facilitate the devel-
opment of next-generation biometric systems from proof-of-concept to product readiness. this includes radically dif-
ferent biometric technologies geared toward applications to improve comfort, convenience,and security for personal 
and commercial use. CuBS research and development activities span the strategic application areas of machine learn-
ing and pattern recognition. industry sponsors of current projects include  eBay, fujitsu, google, raytheon, BBn, and 
lockheed. its alumni base of over 70 graduates includes 25 phDs.

Center for Cognitive SCienCe

the Center’s mission is to investigate the nature of cognition, i.e., of intellective processes as exhibited either by the 
human mind or by computer. most centrally, cognitive science is the study of how the mind works, both in its conceptual 
organization and in its computational and neural infrastructure. Accordingly, cognitive science has brought together 
researchers from a number of traditionally separate disciplines -- primarily, computer science, psychology, linguistics, 
philosophy, anthropology , and neuroscience -- in order to build a new and unified understanding of cognition that is 
compounded from the different disciplinary perspectives and that moves beyond them. the Center organizes colloquia 
and conducts both an undergraduate major leading to a B.A. in Cognitive Science and a program of graduate tracks in 
cognitive science.

Center of exCellenCe for DoCument AnAlYSiS AnD reCognition (CeDAr)

the Center’s mission is to focus on the development of computational methods for the analysis of patterns in docu-
ments, text and two-dimensional images.  while the application of such methods to the analysis of paper documents 
and handwriting recognition has been the Center’s core strength since 1978, these applications has since been diversi-
fied to include computational forensics, e.g., fingerprints and shoe-prints. the methods of research are in the areas of 
pattern recognition, machine learning, information retrieval, data mining and text mining. 

Center of exCellenCe in informAtion SYStemS ASSurAnCe reSeArCh  
AnD eDuCAtion

the Center’s mission is to promote information Assurance (iA) in graduate education and coordinated research in com-
puter security and information insurance by faculty members from several schools and departments at the university 
at Buffalo and  promote collaborative relationships with companies engaged in security research and  multidisci-
plinary research focus in iA.

C S e  r e S e A r C h  C e n t e r S
uB Downtown CAmpuS
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BioinformAtiCS / BiomeDiCAl Computing

Daniel fischer | Aidong Zhang

our faculty are active in development of novel algorithms and architectures for genomics, proteomics, and bio-
medical applications. the research areas include protein-protein interaction network analysis, microarray data 
analysis, high-dimensional biomedical data visualization, and a better understanding of life at the molecular 
level using “in silico” or computational tools to interpret the information encoded in biological macromolecules, 
from individual proteins to complete genomes. Daniel fischer’s research focuses on protein structure prediction 
- from homology modeling to ab initio, the use of protein models in experimental structure determination, pro-
tein structure comparison and docking, computational genomics and evolution. Aidong Zhang’s research focus 
is on the areas of protein-protein interaction network analysis, microarray data analysis, and high-dimensional 
data visualization. to develop and ultimately predict the best treatment strategies for multiple sclerosis (mS) 
patients, she teamed up with pharmaceutics researchers at uB and Buffalo general hospital to apply the tech-
nique of data mining to mS patient data generated by DnA microarray technology. She has worked on delin-
eating genomic mechanisms in chronic complex diseases, pharmacodynamic analysis of drug-responsive gene 
expression changes, a central access data warehouse spanning multiple disease types, and a new technology for 
genome-wide detection of cancer-related genomic alterations.

 

CYBerinfrAStruCture / griD Computing

vipin Chaudhary | Steve Ko | tevfik Kosar | russ miller

Cyberinfrastructure and grid computing sit at the core of modern stimulation and modeling, allowing for entirely 
new methods of investigation that allow scholars to address previously unsolvable problems. vipin Chaudhary’s 
research focus is on the areas of high performance computing, data intensive computing, and computer aided 
diagnosis and interventions. he is specifically interested in the areas of using accelerators like graphics proces-
sors for scientific computing and architectures and programming models for data intensive computations. he 
directs the Data intensive Discovery initiative, a multi-organization consortium that is targeting the use of data 
intensive computing for discovery and is funded by the nSf. he is also developing green resource allocation 
techniques for clouds and data centers. Steven Ko’s research focuses on various aspects of cloud computing 
such as storage support and privacy for mapreduce as well as new networking architectures for data centers. in 
the past, he has worked on data center monitoring, grid scheduling algorithms, and fault-tolerant peer-to-peer 
algorithms. tevfik Kosar’s research interests lie in the cross-section of petascale distributed systems, eScience, grids, 
Clouds, and collaborative computing with a focus on large-scale data-intensive distributed applications; cyberinfra-
structure design and development; end-to-end data and workflow management; i/o optimization, modeling, and 
scheduling; storage management; coordination of computation and i/o in distributed environments. Dr. Kosar is 
directing the Data intensive Distributed Computing laboratory (DiDClab) at uB. russ miller’s Cyberinfrastructure 
and grid Computing laboratory contains a 12,000+ processor machine that is one of the most advanced in new 
York State, as well as 60tB of storage. this laboratory is dedicated to the integration of research in disciplinary 
domains with research in enabling technologies and interfaces.

phonelAB: A progrAmmABle pArtiCipAtorY SmArtphone environment

geoffrey Challen | murat Demirbas | Steven Ko | tevfik Kosar | Chunming Qiao

CSe faculty are enlisting hundreds of students to build an unprecedented smartphone network that will help 
scientists improve handheld computers and better understand how the devices are changing the world. using 
$1.3 million national Science foundation research infrastructure grant to create the phonelab, this network 
is believed to be the world’s largest collection of smartphone users assembled for large-scale experiments. 
phonelab is a public test bed enabling smartphone research at a scale not previously possible. phonelab pro-
vides programmatic access to a large group of participants at SunY Buffalo. participants use their phonelab 
smartphone as their primary device, generating high geographic density and representative usage patterns. 
phonelab allows researchers to distribute applications or modify the core smartphone platform, facilitating a 
broad range of experiments. By providing repeated access to the same participates, results can be validated, 
competing approaches can be compared, and new experiments can utilize existing data. phonelab’s capabili-
ties will accelerate smartphone research and lead to advances in wireless networking, distributed and mobile 
systems, mobile sensing, social networking, and crowdsourcing.

reSeArCh At the
forefront
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SeCuritY, AnD life 

Computer integrAteD SurgerY AnD BiomeDiCAl imAging

vipin Chaudhary  | Jason Corso | Jinhui xu

our faculty are active in all aspects of biomedical imaging, including computer aided diagnosis, computer integrated 
and tele-surgery, medical image reconstruction, segmentation and registration, and architectures and parallelization of 
biomedical algorithms. vipin Chaudhary’s current foci are diagnosis of orthopedic problems, computer-assisted neuro-
surgeries, and high-performance bioinformatics. Jason Corso’s current foci are tumor image analysis in brain and chest, 
and longitudinal modeling of tumor image appearance. Jinhui xu’s current foci are the algorithmic underpinnings of 
computer aided tomography, reconstruction and segmentation, and analysis and understanding of the organization 
and dynamics of the cell nucleus.

CYBerSeCuritY

Kui ren | ramalingam Sridhar | Shambhu upadhyaya  | Sheng Zhong

Kui ren’s research focuses on cloud computing and wireless security. in particular, Dr. ren focuses his research on 
enabling secure and privacy-assured data service outsourcing that is fundamental to the success of cloud computing 
deployment. Dr. ren has developed a suite of novel techniques to achieve secure and privacy-assured data service 
outsourcing that is usable, scalable, and meets performance goals, including: i) encrypted cloud data service, including 
fuzzy and ranked keyword search with strong privacy-assurance for large numbers of users and files; ii) Scalable and 
owner-controlled cloud data sharing service with fine-grained data access enforcement and scalability, and iii) privacy-
preserving secure cloud storage auditing service maintaining strong guarantees of storage correctness. ramalingam 
Sridhar’s research focuses on power aware security solutions for mobile devices, body sensors, cross-layer security and 
physical layer security for wireless networks, secure software & hardware architectures, holistic approach to data secu-
rity, secure key management, and smartphone forensics. Shambhu upadhyaya’s research focus is on various aspects of 
security and dependability that include user-level anomaly detection, insider threat modeling, event correlation and 
cyber-attack recognition, security in mobile ad hoc networks, emergency sensor networks, malware detection, human-
centered security, and empirical cyber-security. Sheng Zhong’s research focuses on network systems, security, privacy, 
and applied cryptography. Dr. Zhong studies two types of problems: the incentive-compatibility problems with rational/
selfish participants and the security and privacy problems with adversarial participants. Dr. Zhong has designed and 
implemented Sprite, a credit-based, cheat-proof system, which is the first purely software-based solution that provides 
provable incentive compatibility in wireless ad hoc networks. 

SenSor net worKS

murat Demirbas | Dimitrios Koutsonikolas

Sensor networks research focus is on developing distributed robust and resilient wireless sensor network (wSn) services 
and applications. Sensor networks is a new and challenging research area that has received an enthusiastic reception in 
the science community as they enable precise and fine-grain monitoring of a large region in real-time. murat Demirbas’ 
research aims to enable wide adoption of wSns in long-lived maintenance-free urban-spaces monitoring applications, in 
providing physical-world spatial querying/search services (i.e., google-ing the physical spaces), and in achieving decen-
tralized coordination and actuation for fulfilling the ubiquitous/pervasive computing vision. 

SoCiAl relevAnCe

michael Buckley  | Kris Schindler

michael Buckley and Kris Schindler are employing computing technology to improve the quality of life of people with 
disabilities. Among the research projects and products under development are natural-voice talkers for the speech 
impaired, single-switch internet surfing for quadriplegics, robotic wheelchairs, sensory systems to teach cause-and-
effect to severely delayed children, tablet pCs (in conjunction with microsoft Corporation) that translate the uncharacter-
istic handwriting of people with spastic cerebral palsy, and a means to extend special-education classwork to home- and 
hospital-bound children.

 

fAr-reAChing wireleSS 
SenSor networKS Are 
Being DevelopeD. 

improving heAlth,
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AlgorithmS AnD theorY

roger he|russ miller|hung Quang ngo|Kenneth regan| Atri rudra | 
Alan Selman|Jinhui xu 

Design of efficient algorithms is often a critical first step in solving 
problems in many areas. research interests of faculty in this area include 
parallel algorithms, graph algorithms, approximation algorithms for 
intractable problems, and theory of error-correcting codes. 

Complexity theory is a mathematical discipline that classifies computa-
tional problems by relative difficulty and measures the computational 
resources needed to solve them. it explains why certain problems have 
no practical solutions and helps researchers anticipate the difficulties 
involved in solving problems of certain types. research in this area is 
concerned with properties of complexity classes, relationships between 
classes, identification of properties of problems that affect their com-
putational complexity, and the obstacles to proving non-trivial lower 
bounds in complexity theory. 

Computational geometry is a branch of theoretical computer science 
devoted to the study of algorithms which can be stated in terms of 
geometry. Since real world problems can often be modeled as objects in 
certain geometric spaces, it has strong connection with many areas such 
as graphics, robotics, computer vision, biomedical imaging, networking, 
and vlSi design. exploiting geometric & combinatorial properties of 
these problems often leads to better quality and more efficient solutions. 

ArtifiCiAl intelligenCe AnD roBotiCS

robert platt | rohini Srihari | Sargur Srihari

Artificial intelligence research at CSe is focused primarily on compu-
tational linguistics (natural-language processing) and knowledge rep-
resentation. Knowledge representation and reasoning is the study of 
techniques for representing and reasoning about the information used 
by an Ai program. the objective is to build a computerized rational agent 
-- a computer system that can converse in english about various every-
day and specialized topics; be taught about such subjects by instruction 
carried out in english, possibly with the aid of gestures, drawings, and 
diagrams; and reason about those subjects, discuss them with humans, 
and perform as instructed. 

robotics research at CSe focuses on developing new planning, control, 
and perception algorithms that perceive the state of the world and con-
trol the robot even when the state of the surrounding world is uncertain. 
part of this focus in on developing planning under uncertainty algorithms 
that reason about how to gain information relevant to a task while 
disregarding irrelevant information. we also develop new perception 
algorithms for localizing objects or tactile features in the world around 
the robot efficiently and new control algorithms for controlling robot 
manipulators and hands. our primary focus is on applications to robot 
grasping, manipulation, and assembly. with support from nASA, DArpA, 
and general motors, the group is currently pursuing applications to man-
ufacturing, space exploration, healthcare, domestic assistance, and the 
military. our long term vision is to develop robots that will someday help 
and work alongside people by performing useful manipulation-related 
work in the real world.

Computer SCienCe eDuCAtion

Carl Alphonce | michael Buckley | russ miller | Bina ramamurthy |   
Kris Schindler 

Computer science education is an area of research which focuses on cur-
ricular and pedagogic issues in the teaching of computer science, as well 
as related issues such as recruitment and retention of underrepresented 
groups in the discipline. 

research interests of faculty in this area include integrating sequential 
and parallel algorithms throughout the curriculum, object-oriented 
pedagogy, the pedagogy of CS1-CS2 courses and rapidly emerging areas 
(such as grid computing and server-side programming), software tools 
which support course pedagogy, and student and community engage-
ment through socially relevant projects.

DAtABASeS AnD DAtA mining

Jan Chomicki|Jing gao|oliver Kennedy|Aidong Zhang

CSe database research involves designing, studying, implementing, and 
evaluating novel query interfaces, query language constructs, and query 
processing techniques. in data integration we study how to combine 
and present data coming from many autonomous and heterogeneous 
sources to users in a unified way. in uncertain data management we 
develop new data structures and algorithms to efficiently query and 
represent data that is defined as a probability distribution over pos-

sible values rather than through specifics. in incremental processing we 
develop techniques to efficiently query rapidly changing data by updat-
ing query results rather than recomputing them from scratch on each 
change. in preference querying we study the computation of the best 
query answers, according to user preferences. other topics of interest 
include inconsistency resolution, collaborative web applications, distrib-
uted query processing, query algorithms, and query optimization. our 
research projects combine engineering prototype systems with rigorous 
mathematical analysis. 

the data mining research focuses on extracting valid, previously 
unknown, and ultimately comprehensible information from disparate 
data sources. facing the big data challenge motivated by the daunt-
ing scale, heterogeneity and unprecedented speed in data collection, 
we devote our efforts to developing highly effective and scalable data 
analysis methods and systems, which transform noisy data into accu-
rate, reliable and accessible knowledge. of special interest are anomaly 
detection from networked and multi-source data, evolutionary trend 
discovery on streaming data, truth and trustworthiness inference from 
conflicting data sources, knowledge transfer from multiple source 
domains to a target domain, development of high-performance paral-
lel computation algorithms, cluster analysis of high-dimensional data, 
feature extraction and analysis, and visualization tools for interactive 
pattern analysis. we are striving to integrate our research into real appli-
cation domains such as biomedical industry, social media, cyber and 
society security to support critical decision making.
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DiStriButeD / net worK SYStemS

geoffrey Challen | murat Demirbas | Steven Ko |  tevfik Kosar | Dimitrios 
Koutsonikolas | Chunming Qiao | Kui ren | Shanbhu upadhyaya

research in systems involves both hardware and software, and spans 
both user space and operating systems. topics include wide-area net-
works and local-area networks, wired technology and wireless/mobile 
technology, data and telephony communications and integrated servic-
es, and applications and modem access. networking includes enabling 
technologies for other systems in distance learning, multimedia systems, 
distributed supercomputing, telemedicine, collaborative research, elec-
tronic commerce, and online entertainment. Distributed systems stud-
ies communication and coordination patterns of components found in 
networked computers. 

CSe laboratories and research groups conduct research on networking 
architectures, protocols, network control and management issues, and 
performance evaluation. they focus on switching networks (including 
multichannel networks), wireless networks, and interconnection net-
works. they study wireless sensor networks and distributed and depend-
able computing. work is done on security, privacy, and economic prob-
lems in wireless networks and mobile computing. Distributed systems 
research includes peer-to-peer alternatives to traditional client-server 
models and ubiquitous computing with location-based services at the 
application program level.

emBeDDeD SYStemS AnD ArChiteCture

vipin Chaudhary | Bina ramamurthy | ramalingam Sridhar | Shambhu 
upadhyaya | Kris Schindler

research thrust in embedded systems involves all aspects of hardware 
and software systems with particular emphasis on embedded applica-
tions. Computer architecture research focuses on the study and design 
of computer systems, meeting functional, cost, performance, secu-
rity and energy requirements of the applications and the environment. 
Support for multi-core architectures, and their use in embedded systems 
is also researched. foveal vision sensors, language-directed processors, 
architectures for mobile devices, digital signal processing, imaging, mul-
timedia and networks, application specific processors are some of the 
research projects developed. 

with increased demand for mobile devices running computation 
and memory intensive applications, vlSi (very large Scale integrated 
Circuits) research has focused more on power aware reliable and verifi-
able solutions. research on all aspects of vlSi systems, including circuits, 
device, architectural solutions, design for manufacturability, variation 
aware design, ultra low voltage, low power circuits, embedded memory 
circuits & architecture, power-performance-reliability tradeoffs, user & 
application aware adaptive design solutions, wave-pipelining, asynchro-
nous logic, system level power modeling, System-on-Chips, built-in self 
testing of circuits, scheduling for SoC testing, defect analysis, fault model 
extensions in rf circuits and circuit diagnosis, and SoC verification & test 
are conducted.

multimeDiA AnD Computer viSion

Chang wen Chen | Jason Corso | Aidong Zhang

research thrust in multimedia involves all aspects of multimedia systems 
from acquisition to display for both enterprise and consumer applica-
tions. multimedia research has witnessed significant development in 
the last few years due to the unprecedented booming of mobile devices 
and the emerging of cloud infrastructures. one major research focus is 
in processing, analyzing, and delivering multimedia contents via mobile 
devices and networks, including video streaming over mimo wireless 
networks and 3D video, multi-view video, and augmented reality for 
mobile applications. other research projects include multimedia data-

base, social media, multimedia security, and content-based multimedia 
retrieval. 

research thrust in computer vision focuses on the study of high-level 
imaging science with ubiquitous image data from biomedicine to recre-
ational video. the CSe faculty in this research thrust investigates efficient 
technical tools aiming at complete understanding of information-rich 
image and video data. in particular, the coupled problems of segmen-
tation and recognition are being studied from a Bayesian perspective 
emphasizing the role of statistical models in efficient visual inference. 
the ultimate goal in image and video analysis is to develop a compre-
hensive and robust methodology of automatically mining, quantifying, 
and generalizing information in large sets of projective and volumetric 
images and video.

pAt tern reCognition AnD mAChine leArning

Jason Corso | venu govindaraju | robert platt | Sargur Srihari 

pattern recognition is the study of methods and algorithms for putting 
data objects into categories. while classical pattern recognition tech-
niques are rooted in statistics and decision theory, the machine learning 
paradigm is commonly used to design practical systems. machine learn-
ing is a method of programming computers in which the machine is pro-
grammed to learn from an incomplete set of examples. prominent work 
on automated systems for pattern recognition and machine learning has 
made an impact on statistical methods, information retrieval, the analysis 
and recognition of handwriting, and computational forensics. 

the interdisciplinary field of computer vision draws on concepts from 
signal processing, artificial intelligence, neurophysiology, and perceptu-
al psychology. the primary goal of computer vision research is to endow 
artificial systems with the capacity to see and understand visual imagery 
at a level rivaling or exceeding human vision. CSe research includes 
developing techniques for visualizing common data-structures such as 
graphs and multidimensional data sets, and visualizing molecular struc-
tures. Applied research includes visualizing data from practical applica-
tions, such as bioinformatics, software engineering, pharmacokinetics, 
engineering and design, bioimaging, and digital art.

progrAmming lAnguAgeS AnD Soft wAre SYStemS

Bharat Jayaraman | Bina ramamurthy | lukasz Ziarek

research in programming languages and software systems spans 
the design and implementation of new languages and programming 
constructs. topics span both theory and implementation, ranging 
from formal semantic definitions to compiler construction. Additional 
topics begin studied are new visual debugging technologies, program-
ming models, software engineering, test generation, model checking, 
and program validation and verification. programming languages are 
enabling technologies for next generation software systems. 

the CSe software systems lab conducts research on a wide variety of 
languages and their implementations including parallel ml, real-time 
Java, and Android. they focus on static and dynamic analysis for assert-
ing properties over program executions and software systems, including 
predictability, security, and safety. the real-time Java group works on 
safety and mission critical systems; developing new techniques for the 
creation, deployment, and validation of aerospace and medical real-time 
embedded systems. the Android group is developing an optimizing 
compiler for Dex bytecode, to improve the performance, memory usage, 
and battery life of phone applications as well as automatic validation 
of security properties of Android applications. the parallel ml group is 
focused on developing language primitives and programming models 
for next generation hardware systems like the intel Single Chip Cloud 
Computer (SCC).
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Chang wen Chen: ieee, 2005, for contributions to digital image and video processing, analysis 
and communications; Spie, 2007, for contributions in electronic imaging and visual communica-
tions.

venu govindaraju: Spie, 2013, for contributions to Document recognition and Biometrics; AAAS 
2010, for contributions in modeling and experimentation in the areas of Document recognition 
and Biometrics; ACm , 2009, for contributions to handwritten document image analysis, recog-
nition, and retrieval; ieee, 2006, for contributions to handwriting recognition; iApr, 2004, for 
contributions to advances in handwriting recognition; iete, 2002, for professional competence 
and recognition demonstrated by academic qualifications and work experience.

russ miller: ieee, 2012, for contributions to theory and practice of parallel algorithms and archi-
tectures.

Chunming Qiao: ieee, 2010, for contributions to optical and wireless network architectures and 
protocols.

Alan Selman: ACm, 1998, for having been an influential contributor to computational complexity 
theory and a dedicated professional within the academic computer science community.

Stuart C. Shapiro: AAAi, 1994, for contributions to theory and practice of knowledge representa-
tion and reasoning, and service to the Ai community.

Sargur Srihari: iApr, 1996, for contributions to Character recognition and for Service to the 
international Association for pattern recognition; ieee 1994, for contributions to Character 
recognition and Document understanding Systems; iete, 1989, for his outstanding contribution 
to the discipline.

Satish tripathi: AAAS, 1997, for meritorious efforts to advance science or its applications; ieee, 
1997, for advancing the state of the art in computer and network systems analysis and for excel-
lence in technical and educational leadership.

Aidong Zhang: ieee, 2009, for contributions to multimedia data indexing.

SoCietieS:

AAAi: Association for the Advancement of Artificial intelligence

AAAS: American Association for the Advancement of Science

ACm: Association for Computing machinery

iApr: international Association of pattern recognition

ieee: institute of electrical and electronics engineers

iete: institute of electronics and telecommunication engineers

Spie: international Society for optics and photonics

SoCietY fellowS

profeSSionAl AnD SCientifiC SoCietieS reCogniZe An elite group of leADerS AnD 
innovAtorS in their fielDS AS fellowS. CSe fellowS Are:
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DiStinguiSheD profeSSorS

 

SunY Distinguished professors, the highest faculty rank in the SunY system:

SunY Distinguished professor venu govindaraju has authored more than 360 scientific papers. his seminal work in 
handwriting recognition was at the core of the first handwritten address interpretation system used by the u.S. postal 
Service. he was also the prime technical lead responsible for technology transfer to lockheed martin and Siemens 
Corp. for deployment by the u.S. postal Service, Australia post, and uK royal mail. govindaraju has been the principal 
or co-principal investigator of projects funded by government and industry for about $60 million. the Center for 
unified Biometrics and Sensors (CuBS) that he founded in 2003 has since received over $10 million in research fund-
ing. govindaraju is the recepient of the 2010 ieee Computer Society technical Achievement Award.

SunY Distinguished professor Sargur Srihari teaches courses in pattern recognition, machine learning, and data min-
ing, founded  the Center of excellence for Document Analysis and recognition (CeDAr) in 1991. the handwriting-
recognition technology developed by him and the Center served as the basis for the mail-sorting machines utilized 
today by the u.S. postal Service, which has funded the work continuously for more than 20 years. Since 1991, Srihari 
has been funded by the national institute of Justice to develop software tools for forensic science applications.

uB Distinguished professors: 

uB Distinguished professor russ miller founded the Center for Computational research (CCr) at uB and was its 
director from 1998 to 2006. During his tenure, CCr was continuously ranked as one of the leading supercomputing 
centers worldwide, supporting research, scholarship, education, outreach, and training for high-end computing, 
including leading-edge computers, storage, networking, and visualization. miller is a codeveloper of the Shake-
and-Bake method of molecular structure determination, which was included in the poster “top ten Algorithms 
of the Century” in Computing in Science & engineering, produced in cooperation with the ieee and the Computer 
museum history Center. 

uB Distinguished professor Aidong Zhang has authored more then 250 scientific papers in a variety of research 
areas including bioinformatics, data mining, multimedia and database systems, and content-based image retrieval. 
Dr. Zhang is a leader in the new area of data analysis and bioinformatics and has published two books “protein inter-
action networks: Computational Analysis” (Cambridge university press, 2009) and “Advanced Analysis of gene ex-
pression microarray Data” (world Scientific publishing Co., inc. 2006). her groundbreaking approaches on genomic 
data analysis have opened a new direction to interactive mining multidimensional data. her approaches build a 
fundamental basis of bioinformatics systems and have been applied by biomedical researchers to solve their real 
world problems.

SArgur SrihAri illuStrAting A point
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CAreer AwArD winnerS

SunY ChAnCellor’S AwArD winnerS

12

nine members of the CSe faculty have received the prestigious faculty early Career Development (CAreer) Award from 
the national Science foundation. the award is one of the nSf’s highest recognitions of junior faculty who “exemplify 
the role of teacher-scholars through outstanding research, excellent education, and the integration of education and 
research within the context of the mission of their organizations.” the funding is typically in the range of $400,000-
$500,000 for a period of five years. CSe awardees include:

Jason Corso (2009) is focusing on developing tech-
niques for automatically learning hierarchical statistical 
models of complex phenomena and deriving robust 
efficient inference algorithms on these models.

murat Demirbas (2008) is investigating the design and 
implementation of an in-network collaboration and 
coordination framework for wireless sensor networks, 
providing a platform for developing and deploying 
distributed control applications.

tevfik Kosar (2009) is investigating data-aware distrib-
uted scheduling and i/o optimization techniques for 
next generation data intensive distributed applications.

hung ngo (2004) is designing optimal algorithms for 
database join evaluation, routing algorithms on mul-
tichannel switching networks, and construction and 
decoding algorithms for group testing and compressed 
sensing.

Kui ren (2011) is making enormous research progress 
on enabling secure and practical computation out-
sourcing, which reconciles the fundamental conflicts 

between data utility and data privacy protection in 
cloud computing.

Atri rudra (2009) is studying efficient techniques for 
computing approximate solutions to problems involv-
ing very large amounts of data, especially for handling 
the increasing number of errors that will occur as more 
data is packed into physical media.

Jinhui xu (2005) is developing efficient geometric tech-
niques for application in cardiovascular interventional 
procedures, improving the quality of projection imag-
ing (such as angiogram and Ct imaging) and the guid-
ing of stent implant procedures.

Aidong Zhang (1998) was recipient of a CAreer Award 
for multimedia database systems research and educa-
tion. 

Sheng Zhong (2009) is studying the design of an 
enforceable economic mechanism for mobile ad hoc 
wireless networks that will provide sufficiently strong 
incentives for cooperative behavior and security pro-
tection against cheating.

the Chancellor of the State university of new York recognizes outstanding faculty contributions to their respective 
professional fields, campuses, communities and the public at large. CSe faculty who have received such recognition 
are:

venu govindaraju, SunY Chancellor’s Award for excellence in Scholarship and Creative Activities, 2007

william J. rapaport, SunY Chancellor’s Award for excellence in teaching, 1981

Alan l. Selman, SunY Chancellor’s Award for excellence in Scholarship and Creative Activities, 2004

Aidong Zhang, SunY Chancellor’s research recognition Award, 2003

other AwArD winnerS
Chang wen Chen, humboldt research Award, 2010

Jason Corso, Army research office Young investigator Award, 2010

venu govindaraju, ieee Computer Society technical Achievement Award, 2010

russ miller, Sgi innovator Award, 2003

russ miller, Best practices Award, Bio-it world, 2003

Alan Selman, humboldt research Award, 2005

uB exCeptionAl SCholAr AwArD winnerS
Sustained Achievements Awards: Chang wen Chen, venu govindaraju, Chunming Qiao    
    Alan Selman, Stuart Shapiro, Aidong Zhang

Young investigator Awards: Jason Corso, murat Demirbas, hung ngo, Atri rudra, Sheng Zhong
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Air force office of Scientific research     
Bio-nanocombinatorics to Achieve precisely Assembled multicomponent, 
functional hybrid nanomaterials, Aidong Zhang, co-pi, 2012-2017, $2,875,000.

Army research office      
two-rank mobile robot fleet for Swarm Surveillance, warfighter Assistance, 
and other Army-related research and research-related education, Jason 
Corso, pi, 2011-2013, $250,000. guidance by Semantics – using high-level 
visual inference to improve vision-based mobile robot localization, Jason 
Corso, pi, 2011-2014, $150,000.

CuBrC       
Computer vision and mobile robot technologies for Advanced emergency 
response, Jason Corso, pi, 2011-2013, $261,178. Soft Biometrics, venu 
govindaraju, pi, 2011-2013, $200,000.

DArpA        
transferring ACe to the Analyst, Jason Corso, pi, 2012-2013, $250,000. 
multilingual Automatic Document Classification, Analysis and translation, venu 
govindaraju, pi, 2011-2013, $1,410,00. A Coordinated Control Architecture for 
Disaster response robots, robert platt, pi, 2012-2013, $128,566.

Defense threat reduction Agency     
A robust and resilient network Design paradigm for region-based faults 
inflicted by wmD Attacks, Chunming Qiao, co-pi, 2012-2014, $173,000.

google research Awards      
DrAp for Clouds, Chunming Qiao, pi, 2012, $102,000.

iArpA       
ontology, event Agents and event recounting for AlADDin, Jason Corso, pi, 
rohini Srihari, co-pi, 2011-2016, $999,469.

lockheed       
testing and evaluation of recognition Systems, venu govindaraju, pi, 2011-
2012, $407,000.

nASA goddard Space flight Center     
nri-Small: manipulating flexible materials using Sparse Coding, robert platt, 
pi, 2012-2013, $756,378. first on the Scene - making Sites Safe for humans, 
robert platt, pi, 2012-2013, $100,000.

national institute of health      
imaging-Based Assessment of Smoking Behavior from used filters, Jason 
Corso, pi, 2011-2012, $164,313. virtual group-exercise at home in older 
Adults at risk of falling, ramalingam Sridhar, co-pi, 2012-2014, $273,877.

national Science foundation    phonelab: 
A programmable participatory Smartphone testbed, geoffrey Challen, pi, 
Steven Ko, co-pi, Chunming Qiao, co-pi, tevfik Kosar, co-pi, murat Demirbas, 
co-pi, 2012-2015, $1,322,510. CAreer: generalized image understanding with 
probabilistic ontologies and Dynamic Adaptive graph hierarchies, Jason Corso, 
pi, 2009-2014, $539,086. integrating privacy preserving Biometric templates 
and efficient indexing methods, venu govindaraju, pi, Atri rudra, co-pi, 2011-
2014, $514,788. CAreer: Data-aware Distributed Computing for enabling 
large-scale Collaborative Sciences, tevfik Kosar, pi, 2009-2014, $400,001. StCi: 
Development of Stork Data Scheduler for mitigating the Data Bottleneck in 
petascale Distributed Computing Systems, tevfik Kosar, pi, 2009-2013, $495,514. 
eAger: Stork Data Scheduler for Azure, tevfik Kosar, pi, 2011-2013, $97,122. 
Collaborative research: Community infrastructure for general relativistic mhD, 
tevfik Kosar, Co-pi, 2009-2013, $400,000. CpS: medium: Addressing Design 
and human factors Challenges in Cyber transportation Systems, Chunming 
Qiao, pi, 2010-2013, $707,508. CAreer: Secure and privacy-assured Data 
Service outsourcing in Cloud Computing, Kui ren, pi, 2011-2016, $498,680. 
mobile Content Distribution in vehicular Ad hoc networks, Kui ren, pi, 2011-
2014, $181,691. Collaborative research: engineering Secure Data Computation 
outsourcing in Cloud Computing, Kui ren, co-pi, 2011-2013, $120,000. CAreer: 
(tf/toC) efficient Computation of Approximate Solutions, Atri rudra, pi, 2009-
2014, $449,807. Sparse Approximation: theory and extensions, Atri rudra, 
pi, hung ngo, co-pi, 2012-2015, $305,467. An interdisciplinary information 
Assurance Curriculum, Shambhu upadhyaya, pi, 2012-2017, $1,645,559. iii: 
Small: Algorithmic tools for Spatial positioning Studies in the Cell nucleus, 
Jinhui xu, pi, 2011-2013, $499,968. iii: Small: overlapping Clustering Analysis of 
Biological networks, Aidong Zhang, pi, 2010-2013, $500,000. iii: Small: Dynamic 
Social network mining: feature extraction, modeling and Anomaly Detection, 
Aidong Zhang, pi, 2012-2015, $500,000. 

naval postgraduate School     
Comprehensive object Detection library for large-Scale image Analytics, Jason 
Corso, pi, 2011-2012, $190,975.

nYS Department of economic Development    
Data intensive Supercomputing, vipin Chaudhary, pi, 2011-2013, $237,053.

uSpS        
testing and evaluation projects, venu govindaraju, co-pi, 2011-2013, $1,200,000.

g r A n t S  A n D  C o n t r A C t S
the CSe fACultY AverAgeS $4.5 million AnnuAllY in grAntS for reSeArCh 

in AreAS thAt rAnge from high-performAnCe Computing to DAtA mining. 

ACtive grAntS in reCent YeArS hAve inCluDeD:



Downtown BuffAlo

north CAmpuS Center for the ArtSnorth CAmpuS StuDent union

north CAmpuS
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e D i t o r S h i p  o f  J o u r n A l S

CSe faculty serve on the editorial boards of over 30 prestigious jour-
nals, including:

Chang wen Chen has been senior editor of the ieee Journal on 
emerging and Selected topics in Circuits and Systems since 2010  and 
senior editor of the ieee Journal of Selected Areas in Communication 
since 2011. 

Jan Chomicki has been an editor of  Knowledge and information 
Systems and  proceedings of the vlDB endowment, both since 2010.

Jason Corso has been an associate editor of elsevier’s Computer 
methods and programs in Biomedicine since 2009. 

venu govindaraju is the editor-in-chief of the ieee Biometrics 
Compendium (2012-on) and an associate editor of the international 
Journal of Document Analysis and recognition (2003-on) and the iet 
Biometrics Journal (2011-on).

russ miller has been Associate editor of the international Journal of 
teaching and Case Studies since 2007 and is a member of the edito-
rial board of parallel processing letters since 1991.

Kui ren has been an associate editor of the ieee transactions on 
information forensics and Security (tifS), ieee transactions on 
Smart grid, ieee Communications Surveys and tutorials (ComSt), 
ieee wireless Communications, and Journal of Communications and 
networks (JCn).

Alan Selman has been editor-in-chief of theory of Computing 
Systems since 2001, an associate editor of Journal of Computer and 
System Sciences since 1982 and of Chicago Journal of theoretical 
Computer Science since 1995.

ramalingam Sridhar has been an associate editor of international 
Journal of Computers and their Applications, Jan 2010 – Dec 2012.

Aidong Zhang has been on the steering committee for the ieee/
ACm transactions on Computational Biology and Bioinformatics 
(tCBB) since 2012. She has also been an associate editor of the ieee 
transactions on Knowledge and Data engineering since 2009, an asso-
ciate editor of the international Journal of Bioinformatics research 
and Applications since 2004, an associate editor of the international 
Journal of Knowledge Discovery in Bioinformatics (iJKDB) since 2012, 
an associate editor of the health information Science and Systems 
since 2012, and an associate editor of the international Journal of 
Data mining and Bioinformatics (iJDmB) since 2009.   

AiDong ZhAng ConSultS 



t h i S  i S  u B

the university at Buffalo is a premier research-
intensive public university, a flagship institution 
in the State university of new York system and 
its largest and most comprehensive campus with 
three locations across Buffalo niagara. uB’s more 
than 28,000 students pursue their academic inter-
ests through more than 300 undergraduate, grad-
uate, and professional degree programs. founded 
in 1846, the university at Buffalo is a member of 
the Association of American universities.

t h i S  i S  B u f f A l o  n i A g A r A

the second-largest city in new York State, Buffalo is one of the most livable, lively, and comfort-
able places in which to live, work, and play. it’s an easygoing, inviting mix, from great music and 
food to spirited professional sports teams, renowned architecture and cultural institutions, and 
top-notch entertainment. Situated at the eastern end of lake erie where the great lakes empty 
into the niagara river, Buffalo is in easy reach of the Canadian lake-
shore and niagara falls, the most accessible of the world’s natural 
wonders.

the Buffalo niagara region offers all of the amenities of a major 
urban area—without the headaches. the average workday com-
mute is less than twenty minutes, which is the lowest out of fifty 
major u.S. cities.

Affordable housing is widely accessible throughout the region, 
and a reasonable cost of living makes the good life possible on any 
budget. most neighborhoods offer easy access to shopping, recre-
ation, dining, and excellent schools.

niAgArA fAllS

Downtown CAmpuSnorth CAmpuS Center for the ArtS South CAmpuS

A greAt plACe to 
live AnD worK
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